
WINE & BEER LIST 

 

WHITE WINE                                          

VERDICCHIO   [SANTA BARBARA]        MARCHE 

15.99 €        (was  26 €) 

Light body and crisp, mineral and apple flavour.  

“PROFILO”   [CLAUDIO MARIOTTO]      PIEDMONT 

18.49  €        (was 31 €) 

Fresh and floral with clean purity and tangy mineral 

underpinning.         

SAUVIGNON “MOCK”     [BOZEN]      SOUTH TYROL 

23.99  €        (was 39 €) 

Crispy acidity which combines typical vegetale, floral 

And fruity notes. 

GEWUZTRAMINER DOC “KLEINSTEIN” [BOZEN]  SOUTH TYROL 

26.99 €     (was 45€)    

Intensely aromatic with floral notes with and hint 

of residual sugar through the long finish.                                                                              

ETNA BIANCO DOC “ SALISIRE” [VIVERA]    SICILY    ORGANIC 

25.99 €     (was 42€)    

Mineral, yet intensely floral and fruity. Full body and a 

long, elegant finish.  

THEA BIANCO IGT [TRE MONTI]     EMILIA ROMAGNA     ORGANIC 

28.49 €     (was 47€)    

Golden colour, well structured with intense acacia blossom  

and caramel flavours. Mineral and a powerful long finish. 

MUSCATEDDA [MARABINO]              SICILY         ORGANIC 

26.49 €     (was 44€)    

Intense golden colour, greatly aromatic and notes of acacia  

honey. Soft and persistent finish with savoury notes.  

PECORINO DOC “MACHAON” [AUSONIA]    ABRUZZO    NATURAL WINE 

19.99 €     (was 33€)    

Intense floral notes with a hint of hay and anise. A light  

residual sugar balanced by a lively acidity and minerality. 

CIRÓ BIANCO DOC“ANSONICA”[CALABRETTA] CALABRIA NATURAL WINE 

18.99 €     (was 18.49€)    

Bright yellow, mineral with scents of white flowers and 

yellow fruit.  

DILETTO  [NEVIO SCALA]            VENETO       NATURAL WINE 

19.99 €     (was 34€)    

Straw yellow, stone fruit flavours,  mineral and citrus 

Notes for a lively finish. 

HELLEN BIANCO  [CALCARIUS]         APULIA      NATURAL WINE                                                                                                                                                                                            

21.99 €     (was 36€)    

Light with aromatic hints, lively acidity and its typical 

Saline notes.  



FIANO “FOLIUS” [CANTINE DE QUARTO]   APULIA    NATURAL WINE 

17.99 €     (was 29€)    

Intense straw yellow, light body, refreshing acidity, bold 

and rustic Light. Perfect match for pasta dishes.  

FOS,  ORANGE WINE  [CALCARIUS]       APULIA    NATURAL WINE 

23.49 €     (was 39€)    

Orange colour, with intense acidic fruit, with a slightly 

sour aftertaste.  

 

 

SPARKLING WINE 

PROSECCO DI VALDOBBIADENE  [VARASCHIN]       VENETO 

23.99€     ( was 38€) 

Floral notes and distinctive apple flavours. Citrus notes 

And persistent bubbles on the finish.  

SPUMANTE FRANCIACORTA   [FERGHETTINA]        LOMBARDY 

35  €        ( was 49€) 

Full body and intense yeasty flavour, baked apples, refreshing  

citrus notes, creamy texture and persistent bubbles. 

                                         

 

RED WINE 

 

DOLCETTO D’ALBA DOC  [CASCINA VANO]        PIEDMONT 

16.49 €   (was 25) 

Medium body with a moderate acidity and dark fruity notes 

and supple tannins. 

NERO D’AVOLA RISERVA ”ARCHIMEDE”[MARABINO]  SICILY 

32.99 €   (was 49€) 

Full-bodied and intense, with notes of cherry and black  

plum, with a finish of liquorice and violet. 

 

VINO NOBILE MONTEPULCIANO 2014 [CANNETO]  TUSCANY 

24.49€   (was 42€) 

Fragrant bouquet of plums, violet and wood notes. Elegant, 

with robust tannins balanced by a crisp acidity. 

VINO NOBILE MONTEPULCIANO “RISERVA” 2013[CANNETO]  TUSCANY 

28.49€   (was 48€) 

Medium body, typical prune and sour cherry flavours, ripe 

tannins and a long finish  with some spicy notes. 

FREISA COLLI TORTONESI DOC "BRAGHE" [CLAUDIO MARIOTTO] 

18.49€  (was 31€) 

Medium body, red fruit flavours and a floral, smooth finish. 

 



BAROLO DOCG 2013 "BRICCO ROCCA" [CASCINA BALLARIN] PIEDMONT 

47.99€   (was 76 €) 

Full bodied, elegant red with a rich bouquet of cocoa, cigar 

and spices. Robust structure yet elegant with refined tannins. 

BAROLO DOCG 2013 "TRE CIABOT"[CASCINA BALLARIN]  PIEDMONT 

40.99€   (was 66 €) 

Rich, velvety, lush palate of red berry and spices. 

Underlying tannins, great finesse and long lasting finish.  

BARBARESCO DOCG 2014 "COTTÁ"     [SOTTIMANO]   PIEDMONT 

46.99€   (was 74 €) 

Full bodied, elegant. Fine-grained tannins . Cherry, floral,  

tobacco, vanilla give a wide flavour spectrum to this wine. 

AMARONE DOCG 2013, "PUNTA DI VILLA" [MAZZI]   VENETO 

42.99€   (was 71 €) 

Heavy but sweet tannins, powerful yet smooth and elegant.  

Intense dark cherry, blueberry and plum flavours with chocolate 

and vanilla notes. A long finish with notes of oak and caramel. 

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO 2012 DOCG [RAIA]  TUSCANY  NATURAL WINE 

55.99€   (was 89 €) 

Full bodied, beautiful sweet red fruit, vanilla and earthy 

scents supported by ripe tannins and a nice tangy acidity. 

BARBERA “POGGIO DEL ROSSO” DOC 2013 [MARIOTTO]  PIEDMONT 

26.99€   (was 43 €) 

Full bodied, bold yet elegant. Luscious flavours of blackberry, 

Cassis and roasted coffee, with intense ripe tannins. 

“ZITORE” FRUSINATE IGP [PALAZZO TRONCONI]  LAZIO  NATURAL WINE 

26.49€   (was 44 €) 

Red fuirt, pomegranate, white pepper notes are framed by a 

clean minerality and fresh acidity. Light yet grippy tannins. 

“MALANDRINO” MONTEPULCIANO DOC [CATALDI MADONNA]  ABRUZZO 

21.99€   (was 35 €) 

Dark fruit, plum flavour with notes of white pepper and 

liquorice. Supple tannins with a slightly sweet aftertaste. 

ROSSO PUGLIA “NU LITR”  DOC [CALCARIUS]  APULIA      NATURAL WINE 

22.99€   (was 37 €)   1  LITRE  BOTTLE 

Cherry focused flavours, savoury note and amazing drinkability. 

Light and fresh with a saline touch on the finish.  

 

 

MORE WINES AVAILABLE IN STORE FOR PICK UP      

(All wines contains sulphites)      
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